**J0954A, B, C**

**Equine Safety Restraint Device**

**Purpose:** Used to help prevent horses from rearing or striking while undergoing procedures in large animal stocks and or surgical chutes.

**Attaching side straps to large animal stocks or surgical chutes:**

Unscrew quick link. Place side strap parallel to the point of the shoulder near the front of the stocks and around top bar of chute or stock being used. Insert side strap back though quick link to form loop around bar, close quick link to secure. Side strap is now ready to use.
Instructions for use:

1) Select appropriate shoulder safety strap for the size of horse you are working with. Do this by placing shoulder safety strap with “D” rings and comfort pad over horse’s head and sliding down so that the pad sits just above the horse’s withers. Strap should fit snugly but can have a little extra room in the shoulder area without a problem. If loop will not slide to just above the withers or extends past the withers then a larger or smaller shoulder safety strap should be used.

2) Attach side straps with the quick release to the corresponding “D” ring so that the strap is extended fully (no slack) but allowing full movement of the horse with very little tension being put on top of neck. (Note: straps should be loose enough to allow free movement of the head up and down with little resistance but will not allow horse to rear or strike before resistance is met.)

3) To remove device pull tether that is attached to the snap shackle. Shackle should release immediately freeing the horse with only the shoulder safety strap left around the neck area. Strap can then be removed from the horse’s head.

Note: Tethers can also be used in emergency situations when a quick release is in need. Pull tether to release side straps from horse, being careful as strap may snap back when under pressure causing severe injury to anyone standing nearby.

**** Never leave any animal unattended **** when this product is in use.
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